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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT 

NEW DIRECTIONS 
Innovation and new directions best exemplify Clemson University's progress in 1970-71 as the 
University continued to make great strides in each of its roles of teaching, research , and public 
service. 
Academically , Clemson pressed forward with stronger emphasis on giving its educational programs 
a sense of excitement and relevancy equal to the challenges of the Seventies. This thrust toward 
change and newness underscores the basic Clemson tenet that academic programs must be 
constantly strengthened , broadened, and, if need be , redesigned to insure that today's graduate can 
compete successfully in tomorrow's world. 
Clemson's commitment to research and public service has never been so evident as in its current 
efforts to help solve man's most pressing problems, especially those of the environment , human 
nutrition , and health and health care services. 
Through cooperative and extension programs, the University continues to strive to make its vast 
resources of knowledge more easily and immediately available to all South Carolinians. 
The desire for new approaches to education and for better understanding of the entire educational 
process was reflected in attempts by the student body and the University to open new channels of 
communication and make existing ones work better. 
Expansion and improvement of all phases of endeavor at Clemson University were possible only 
through the unwavering and generous support of the Governor , members of the General Assembly, 
and the citizens of South Carolina. That support undoubtedly demonstrates a strong belief in what 
Clemson is and what it accomplishes. 
Clemson University remains totally dedicated to the goal of maintaining the highest quality of 
teaching, research, and public service activities that its resources will support. 
Robert C. Edwards 
President 
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ACADEMICS 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
As a land-grant university , Clemson has always provided a great service to South Carolina in the 
field of agriculture. Never has this commitment to the people of the state been stronger. 
Agriculture remains the major base of South Carolina's economy and it is significant to note that 
one-third of all jobs in the United States are related to agriculture. Providing education and 
training to the young men and women who will fill these jobs grows increasingly complex as does 
the process of providing food and fiber so essential to life itself. 
At Clemson , however , the task is a gratifying one due primarily to enthusiastic and determined 
students and faculty. 
Evidence of this attitude is reflected in the College's annual "Symposiums on Improvement of 
Instruction" which were begun during the 1969 academic year. The specific subject of this year's 
symposium was "Faculty-Student Communications." While no single specific change or result can 
be cited from the two symposiums to date , it is quite evident that a cooperative and open climate 
exists for understanding and progressive change. 
To give students and faculty an opportunity to exchange questions and answers on a topic of vital 
environmental concern , the College of Agricultural Sciences sponsored a University-wide "Talk-in 
on Pesticides." Specialists in the College representing the areas of fungicides , insecticides, 
herbicides , fertilizers, and economics presented position statements in their areas and then 
responded to questions and statements raised by the audience. It was a spirited and well-attended 
session which enlightened many persons about an environmental issue which is generally 
misunderstood . 
Clemson continues to cooperate with two state agencies, the Committee for Technical Education 
and the Department of Education, to offer two-year agricultural technology programs at seven 
technical education centers in the state. Clemson assists in curriculum development, faculty 
selection and, in some cases, provides staff instructors . Highly successful , the program now has 
about 200 students enrolled . 
Two years ago the state legislature made funds available for in-service training, short courses, 
workshops, and conferences to be sponsored by the College of Agricultural Sciences. Since that 
time 52 of these special educational programs, ranging in length from one day to two weeks, have 
been conducted. Primarily designed for extension service staff members and vocational agricultural 
teachers , the courses have also benefited professional agriculturists, farmers, and personnel of 
agri-business firms in South Carolina. 
There are now 17 students enrolled in the College of Agricultural Sciences' new graduate 
professional degree program leading to the Master of Agriculture degree . Begun in 1970, this 
program complements the research-oriented Master of Science and Ph.D. programs. 
ARCHITECTURE 
It has been quite natural, in view of Clemson's fundamental commitment to education, public 
service, and research, that architectural courses were offered in some form since 1914. By 1958 
the College of Architecture had been constituted as a separate academic unit. 
Since that time the College of Architecture has expanded to accommodate the great demand for 
students wishing to enter programs in Architecture and other related fields of environmental 
design so urgently needed in a crowded urban world. New curricula have been added to the 
original offerings in Architecture and old curricula changed, reflecting the needs of the design 
professions and the general development of the state. 
A Building Construction program was established at the request of the building industry in 1960. 
This four -year curriculum has enjoyed an encouraging measure of contractor support. Graduates of 
the program are in great demand and command excellent salaries. 
The two-year graduate professional curriculum in City and Regional Planning has developed, as 
had the Architectural curricula , a public service and research structure as the vehicle for graduate 
and professional study. The College of Architecture has thus collaborated with the Planning and 
Grants Division in the Governor's Office in providing clinical planning studies to smaller cities of 
the state, not normally able to obtain professional planning services. 
Recently the curriculum leading to the Master of the City and Regional Planning degree was 
approved by the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning. 
The College was visited in 1971 by a committee representing the National Architectural 
Accrediting Board. The Clemson programs were fully accredited for the normal five-year period by 
that Board at its annual meeting. As the Dean of Architecture was then a member of the 
Accrediting Board Executive Committee, he had asked that a top level team carefully examine the 
College programs. 
The College now offers a new six-year program in Architecture. The first four years are spent in 
pursuit of a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science sequence followed by two intensive years of 
graduate professional study leading to the Master of Architecture degree. 
In 1970, the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education approved a two-year degree 
program leading to the Master of Fine Arts degree in Visual Studies with majors in Painting, 
Sculpture, Drawing, Printmaking, Photography, Multi-Media , and Ceramjc Arts . It is now fully 
operative, and its first class of graduate students is productively involved. 
Visual Studies and History Studies have been jojned into a new Department of History and Visual 
Studjes, and its offerings are an important resource to the entire University. 
In addition to the areas of research and public service, the College of Architecture has conducted 
medical facilities research and has provided the State Department of Mental Health with successive 
studies. Research and state assistance in low-cost housing are also significant. 
The President of the South Carolina Chapter of the American Institute of Arcrutects is a member 
of the College's faculty. The architects of South Carolina have cooperated with, contributed to, 
and been served by the developing professional programs of the College. The professional support 
is unique in the United States and has been maintajned through good economic times and without 
stint in bad periods as well. 
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EDUCATION 
Improving the quality of public education continues to be one of South Carolina's most critical 
concerns. In dealing with this situation, Clemson's College of Education conducts its programs 
with two-fold emphasis: preparing students for careers in education, and assisting in the 
improvement of present levels of teaching in school districts throughout the state. 
In addition to programs for the elementary and secondary levels, the College also demonstrates its 
concern for better technical and vocational education so vital to South Carolina's economic 
growth and progress. 
Putting educational theories to work in practical school situations is emphasized in the College's 
academic activities. Immediate classroom exposure, for example, is an experience for each student 
during his first semester at the University. As the student progresses to advanced levels of study, he 
works in on-campus clinics and off-campus laboratory centers. At the graduate level , the student 
continues to gain practical experience, according to his specialization, in schools or colleges. 
To provide an opportunity for deeper involvement in planning their courses of study, the College 
of Education invites students to serve on curriculum and other committees of the College. 
New graduate programs in Administration and Supervision added prospective principals and 
instructional supervisors to the College's growing numbers of graduate students. The first male in 
South Carolina to receive a degree in Elementary School Guidance was graduated from Clemson 
this year. 
Of tremendous impact on South Carolina education are the off-campus courses coordinated by the 
College's Office of Educational Services. During the summer, for example, l 7 courses were taught 
to more than 450 school teachers and nearly 1,000 school children to help them deal more 
effectively with the most critical educational problems. These summer institutes taught in the local 
school district have expanded from four in l 968 to 17 last year to an expected 20 to 25 in 197 l 
and 1972. 
Clemson's approach to in-service training is unique in that the College reaches out to help teachers 
and school districts with problems peculiar to their local situations. Rather than dictat ing to a 
school about what the University can do for it , the school itself and its teachers tell the College 
what they need done for them. Program designs are then based on actual local requirements. The 
College is prepared to work out teacher instruction programs in this manner for school districts 
throughout the state . 
Clemson's ROTC program , administered through the College of Education, now operates on a 
completely voluntary basis. The University remains one of the nation 's leading producers of 
officers, though enrollment has decreased since the program became voluntary. At the 1971 Third 
Army Advanced ROTC Camp, Clemson not only had the greatest number of cadets in attendance, 
but also had its brigade commander selected as top cadet from among some 2,000 cadets from 51 
institutions. 
"' 
ENGINEERING 
Although engineering is one of the oldest programs of study offered at Clemson, it has earned an 
outstanding reputation for progressive and relevant development. 
Exemplifying this strength is the College's Department of Environmental Systems Engineering 
(ESE) which deals with the complex problems of pollution. Now three years old, the Department 
has six faculty members and offers 17 graduate level courses as well as four new undergraduate 
courses. Since the program's inception, 30 master's degrees and two doctorates have been awarded. 
In addition to its academic program on the campus, ESE develops and administers continuing 
education programs for water and wastewater treatment plant operators in South Carolina. ESE 
also works closely with South Carolina's Operator Certification Board in evaluating, administering 
and grading operator certification examinations. 
Presently , about 800 persons are enrolled in eight correspondence courses designed for operators 
in Sou th Carolina. Essen tiaJly the only courses of their type and scope anywhere, these 
correspondence courses have obtained widespread use in training courses throughout the United 
States and to some extent in foreign countries. 
Supplementing the correspondence courses are two three-day short schools which ESE holds each 
year. These schools are primarily designed as refresher courses to prepare operator students for 
writing the certification exam. Six separate curricula are offered simultaneously, and each student 
receives 18 hours of classroom or laboratory instruction in the three-day period. 
Further enhancing the operator training activities in the state is ESE's assistance to technical 
education centers in their operator training efforts. Each of the technical education centers which 
offers operator training courses in some form receives help from ESE in securing qualified 
instructors, in providing subject outlines, and in recommending course format, training aids , and 
text materials. 
In essence, all of South Carolina's educational programs in the area of water and wastewater 
treatment emanate, either directly or indirectly , from Clemson 's ESE Department. To keep them 
up-to-date , the programs are continually revised as new materials and ideas develop. The relative 
,. success of the programs can be measured by the impressive number of persons who successfully 
pass the certification exams. South Carolina is considered one of the top five states in the nation in 
both the field of operator certification and its advances in operator training programs. 
In addition to its work in training operators , ESE has recognized the need to inform public 
officials about water pollution programs. In 1970, the Department initiated a series of workshops 
aimed at alerting municipal and county officials in the state to their obligations and responsibilities 
for water supply and pollution control problems in their areas. 
The Head of the Department of ESE appeared before the U. S. House of Representatives' Public 
Works Committee hearing on water pollution control legislation and presented a proposal whereby 
a system of federal grants would help pay for more efficient operation of waste treatment plants . 
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FOREST 
AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
In the College of Forest and Recreation Resources education is not limited to a walled classroom. 
Extracurricular educational public service activities are carried out throughout the year in 
cooperation with private and other public groups. 
The Department of Recreation and Park Administration (RPA) took academics to the field this 
year as one of the staff members served as active director of the Department-sponsored camping 
programs. The summer camp program serves a dual function: students are able to put into 
practice textbook techniques, and an important segment of the South Carolina population 
participates in needed recreation. Retarded and underprivileged children are the campers at Camp 
Hope, Camp Sertoma, Camp Alert and Happy Days day camp. RPA students enhance their 
training and employ their newly-learned talents. 
Cooperation in these programs is provided by the South Carolina Association for Retarded 
Children, South Carolina Jaycees, Electric City Sertoma Club, Pickens County and Aiken County 
Associations for Retarded Children. Specific aims have been formulated to translate this summer 
service into a year-round program, with a permanent camp facility in the Clemson vicinity, thus 
assuring active participation of the rapidly-enlarging departmental enrollment. 
RP A majors also had the opportunity to put to active use their academic training in an innovative 
program established in 1971. This year saw the inaugural College Week for Senior Citizens, held on 
the Clemson University campus, with about I 00 senior citizens from all sections of South Carolina 
entering into seminars, recreation, field trips and other activities geared to their special needs. 
Sponsorship of the program was divided jointly among Recreation and Park Administration, the 
Cooperative Extension Service , and the South Carolina Commission on Aging. 
These additional programs enhance classroom academics and serve to supplement and broaden the 
Department's primary requisite: that of educating students to become professionals administering 
leisure services involving the quality of South Carolina life and administering park areas in such a 
manner as to insure their continued existence as high quality recreation resources. Accomplishing 
this aim provides well-rounded leadership from South Carolina for the nation's burgeoning leisure 
time industries. 
The Department of Forestry also has moved into the state to enlarge upon its classroom courses. 
Faculty and staff have been involved in programs on modern timber harvesting techniques; 
identifying and recording of the largest specimen of each forest tree species (resulting in 
recognition for South Carolina of 16 national champions and three national co-champions); 
collecting and distributing marketing information for forest landowners; cooperative efforts 
toward growing and marketing better "home grown" Christmas trees; and environmental work 
aimed primarily at South Carolina youth. 
Cooperation in these various projects came from the State Commission of Forestry, American 
Pulpwood Association , South Carolina Christmas Tree Growers Association, and the Blue Ridge 
Council, Boy Scouts of America. 
Through these activities , the Department of Forestry reaches out to teach not only students but 
practicing foresters , landowners, high school youth and their leaders, and the citizens of South 
Carolina who are interested in the products, services, and environmental benefits of the forests 
that constitute two-thirds of the state's land area. 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 
AND TEXTILE SCIENCE 
Academic diversification is the key phrase which identifies all of the educational and research 
programs administered by the College of Industrial Management and Textile Science. 
By continually monitoring the pulse of business, the College strives to effectively gauge present 
and future requirements of industry - - particularly the textile industry - and adjust its under-
graduate and graduate programs to meet many of these needs. 
In maintaining this high degree of flexibility, the College trains graduates whose well-balanced 
academic backgrounds are completely attuned to the constantly changing complexion of our 
nation's rapidly advancing technology. 
Recent revisions to the undergraduate curricula in both Textile Science and Textile Chemistry , 
resulting in slight decreases in the number of required courses, allow students more flexibility in 
selecting a major concentration and in choosing elective courses than was previously available. 
A new graduate program , the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Textile and Polymer Science, was 
recently approved by the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education. Innovative and 
relevant graduate disciplines such as this are greatly enhancing the Department's existing 
excellence in research and advanced study. 
Completing its first year of providing " full service" undergraduate education, the Department of 
Industrial Management now offers the Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting, Administrative 
Management , Financial Management , and Industrial Management. These concentrations are 
designed to stress the importance of established business practices and procedures while 
emphasizing expertise in the behaviorial sciences and personnel aspects of management. 
Programs leading to the Master of Science degree in Management and the Doctor of Philosophy 
degree in Engineering Management, plus the pending addition of a Doctor of Philosophy degree in 
Management Science, further solidify the Department's primary emphasis of providing top quality 
academic curricula at all levels of competence. 
The Department of Economics , seeking to thoroughly justify its newly adopted theme "economic 
literacy," is concentrating the full measure of its efforts in three areas of educational development. 
Major steps are being taken to strengthen the overall Economics curriculum and to broaden course 
offerings for undergraduate students . Five new courses, dealing with a variety of economic topics, 
enhance the Department's thrust toward increased student economic literacy. 
Research activities in Economics are being directed toward many of the current economic 
problems confronting the state and nation . Concentrated investigations of air and water pollution , 
urban housing, tax regulations , imports and exports, and labor relations are some of the timely 
topics receiving intensive study. 
Recognized as the finest academic facility of its kind in the world , the Color Science Center 
maintains programs of excellence in graduate education, research, and service to industry. 
Recent research activities by the Center's graduate students and faculty teams have resulted in 
several new color measurement instruments , which in alliance with high-speed computers, have 
contributed significantly to the scientific measurement of light sources and the precise procedures 
of color formulation. 
The College's 14th annual Professional Development Program experienced another year of 
unqualified success in 1970. 
Even with corporate balance sheets recording reduced profits and increased operating costs -for a 
second straight year, enrollment figures doubled from the previous year as 636 industrial 
professionals attended a variety of 20 highly-relevant professional education courses. 
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LIBERAL ARTS 
The two-fold mission of the College of Liberal Arts is to meet the academic needs of students 
whose area of specialization is within the College, and to provide courses of interest to students 
whose major concentration is in another academic discipline . 
In fulfilling the educational objectives of undergraduate students majoring in English, Modern 
Languages , and Social Sciences , the College offers a widely diversified selection of academic 
curricula leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree in English , French , German , History , Political 
Science , Psychology, Sociology , and Spanish. The Master of Arts degree is offered in English and 
History . 
The Department of English recently inaugurated two instructional innovations which are greatly 
enhancing academic objectives . A closed-circuit television laboratory for speech teaching and an 
audio-visual room housing a thorough selection of literary slides , tapes , and records are providing 
students with excellent facilities for voice and diction training and studies in classical and 
contemporary literature. 
The Department will soon offer a minor in speech and drama which will afford students the 
opportunity to study the various techniques of drama and comedy presentation. 
The Department of Music provides a minor in fine arts and elective courses in music history and 
theory for all undergraduate students. Plans for a curriculum leading to the Bachelor of Arts 
degree in Music are receiving administrative attention. 
With the recent appointment of its new Head, the Department of Modern Languages is 
experiencing a greater degree of academic stability and faculty unity . Plans for the immediate 
future include an expansion of existing courses to include Latin , Greek, Italian , and Portuguese. 
Extramural activities of the College of Liberal Arts include the sponsoring of such student groups 
as the debate team , the Clemson Players , language clubs, and a creative writing organization. 
The Department of Music provides the impetus for the Marching Band, the University Chorus , the 
University Concert Series , and offers periodic recitals by its faculty, both on and off campus. 
Other departments within the College participate in the sponsorship of lecture series by visiting 
writers and scholars , film series , and dramatic productions by professional players. 
NURSING 
As the University's newest academic unit , the School of Nursing in the brief span of three years 
has made remarkable progress in developing quality educational programs. Enrollment figures 
clearly indicate the pride and accomplishment of the School's highly dedicated faculty in 
preparing academic curricula designed to help alleviate the critical shortage of nursing graduates in 
South Carolina . A total of 205 students is currently enrolled in the baccalaureate and associate 
degree programs , an increase of 55 per cent over the previous year. 
The baccalaureate program combines educational experiences from the physical, biological and 
social sciences, and the humanities with a thorough selection of courses in the nursing major. 
Students are enrolled in clinical nursing courses during the junior and senior years. The Oakmont 
Nursing Center and the Greenville Hospital System provide excellent settings where students 
transfer learning from the classroom to nursing care of people. A similar opportunity in com-
munity health nursing is provided by the Greenville-Pickens Health Department. School of Nursing 
faculty accompany students in order to teach the application of theory to actual care of people. 
The associate degree program offers a two-year curriculum designed to prepare technically 
competent nurse practitioners for work in hospitals, nursing homes, and physicians' offices. 
Primary efforts in student recruitment are directed toward people who are changing work or career 
goals. 
The School of Nursing's contributions to commun_ity health projects are evidenced through faculty 
and student involvement in the Head Start Program and the Clemson Day-Care Center. A 
documentary film , "Not We Alone ," dealing with preparation for childbirth has been shown to 
over 300 expectant parents , professionals and students outside the University community. A 
faculty member, who is a clinical specialist in maternity care at Greenville General Hospital, is 
responsible for arranging the sessions and for conducting the discussions following each showing. 
, 1 Federally-sponsored educational grants are providing much needed financial resources necessary to 
strengthen the School's existing academic curricula and to aid students facing severe monetary 
hardships. An annual award of $24,872 from the National Institute of Mental Health for a 
five-year period is enriching the teaching of psychiatric concepts in the baccalaureate degree 
program. Another grant of $20,058 - from the Division of Health Manpower Education, United 
States Public Health Service - is providing nursing scholarships and loans for needy students. 
A new cooperative educational venture between the University and Central Wesleyan College and 
South Carolina State College enables students to take two years of non-nursing subjects in a 
pre-nursing curriculum at these Colleges, and then transfer to Clemson for the final two years. 
Successful completion of the four-year program earns the student a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Nursing from the University. 
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PHYSICAL, MATHEMATICAL 
AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
Organizational changes carefully designed to add strength to Clemson's basic science curriculum 
resulted in the formation during 1971 of the College of Physical , Mathematical and Biological 
Sciences. 
The new College has seven departments, with Chemistry and Geology, Mathematical Sciences, and 
Physics coming from the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences. Transferring on July 1 
from the College of Agricultural and Biological Sciences were the sections of Biochemistry, 
Botany, Microbiology , and Zoology, each of which has attained departmental status. 
The culmination of these changes , which began over two years ago, will have tremendous impact 
on the University's future in preparing students in the biological sciences. For the first time in the 
University's history , all the basic sciences are together within one administrative unit. This unity 
greatly facilitates cooperation among the sciences and provides a creative stimulus for 
interdisciplinary programs . The expansion in these curricula is the University's response to an 
anticipated world-wide growth in the field of biological sciences during the next 10 years, 
especially in the medical and environmental areas. 
Through the College of Physical , Mathematical and Biological Sciences, Clemson has taken a 
course of direct action with the Medical University of South Carolina to alleviate the shortage of 
doctors in South Carolina. A new Five-Year Medical Program was initiated during the summer of 
1971. 
After formal admission by both Clemson and the Medical University at Charleston , the student 
spends nearly two calendar years at Clemson in a concentrated program of undergraduate study. 
Then he attends the Medical University for three calendar years. At the conclusion of the five-year 
period of study , the student receives simultaneously the Bachelor of Science degree from Clemson 
and the M. D. degree from the Medical University . 
The students entering this program, who are carefully chosen for character and exceptional 
academic achievement , become medical doctors within a period of five years rather than the seven 
or eight under traditional systems. 
ln another expansion of medical education, Clemson's undergraduate program in Medical 
Technology now includes a cooperative arrangement with Self Memorial Hospital in Greenwood in 
addition to Greenville and Anderson hospitals. In this program , the student spends three years at 
Clemson and one year at a cooperating hospital. At the end of the fourth year , he receives the 
Bachelor of Science degree in Medical Technology from Clemson. 
In addition to curricula expansion and innovation , the College of Physical, Mathematical and 
Biological Sciences is seeking to improve teaching methods . An experiment by the Department of 
Chemistry and Geology with a small section of freshman chemistry students may reverse the 
inefficient , wasteful and ineffective methods receiving severe criticism today . 
In this new approach, the student listens to audio-tape lectures and laboratory instruction at his 
convenience. Formal classes, in which all students attend scheduled lecture sessions , are 
non-existent ; however , an instructor meets periodically with small groups of students. Laboratory 
sessions are run informally with an instructor present to assure safety. In a room designed for this 
type of instruction, the student listens to lectures with the advantage that he can rewind the 
audio-tape and replay any portion not clear to him. Laboratory instruction is received in the same 
manner. The student is not only able to listen to the instructor going through the procedures , but 
also is able to review any portion which seems difficult. 
GRADUATE STUDIES 
The key to educational progress and development lies at the outer limits of knowledge. With its 
quality graduate programs and its productive research activities, the University is striving to bridge 
the gap between yesterday's hopes and today's realities. 
Beginning with the 1970-7 l academic year , the University provided graduate study in each of its 
primary academic units, except the School of Nursing. Programs leading to the Doctor of 
Philosophy degree in 23 areas of concentration are available in the Colleges of Agricultural 
Sciences, Engineering, Industrial Management and Textile Science, and Physical , Mathematical and 
Biological Sciences. 
New programs for advanced professional studies , leading to the Master of Engineering, 
Architecture, and Forestry degrees , are designed to prepare the practitioner rather than the 
researcher. These curricula are tailored to meet the needs of mature students who have several 
years of experience, as well as recent graduates. 
Graduate Studies has experienced phenomenal growth during the past decade , rising from 150 
students in 1960 to a present enrollment of 1,559 students . Of the 1,108 main-campus graduate 
students , 298 are women. 
Additionally, 451 graduate students are enrolled in significant off-campus professional degree 
programs in education for public school teachers and in the unique Clemson-Furman University 
cooperative educational venture leading to the Master of Business Administration degree . 
During the 1970-71 academic year, the University awarded 282 Master ' s degrees and 49 Doctor of 
Philosophy degrees. Aggregate totals for each of these programs now stand at 1,776 and 222 
respectively. 
During the past year, University-supported teaching and research fellowships remained at the 
1969-70 level due to a state-ordered budget cut at midyear. Despite the cut, there was an increase 
in research assistantships due to the highly successful efforts of the faculty in obtaining sponsored 
research grants . Currently , about two-thirds of the University 's degree-seeking graduate students 
are receiving some type of financial aid. 
Supporting the vitally important development of public service activities, University research 
programs are oriented toward solving existing problems of the state , uncovering new knowledge, 
and enhancing the total academic curricula. Last year , even with austerity programs in effect by 
most granting agencies, 97 research and training proposals were funded in the amount of $2.5 
million. 
University research investigations are providing salient answers to such timely issues as 
environmental pollution control ; the development of prosthetic appliances such as synthetic bones 
and artificial organs; human nutrition and the production of new and improved foods· and the 
conservation of exploited natural resources . 
Other projects are aimed at increasing man's knowledge about the world in which he lives: the 
development of non-toxic herbicides and pesticides; the production of new textile materials; and 
the use of computers to study the quantity and rate of oxygen consumption in the human brain . 
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
THE 
ROBERT MULDROW COOPER LIBRARY 
With each strengthened academic program, with each expansion into new fields of study and 
research, and with each innovation in the process of education, there must come an equal response 
in service from the Robert Muldrow Cooper Library. 
The demand is difficult to meet and requires physical expansion to accommodate additional 
services and additional volumes. 
During 1971 the Library added 28,771 volumes to bring the book collections at Clemson to a total 
of 453 ,056. There are also an additional 5,058 reels of microfilm and 88,151 units of microtext in 
other forms. 
The book collection has just crossed the half-way mark toward the Library's objective of 800,000 
volumes which is considered the minimum standard for an institution of Clemson's size and 
purpose . This goal is clearly justifiable by the flood of demands from faculty as student enrollment 
increases and University programs rapidly expand and progress. 
Items borrowed by Clemson from other libraries for faculty and graduate students outnumbered 
those loaned three to one. This is one of many indications that collections need strengthening, 
particularly for graduate research at the Ph.D. level. 
A highlight of the year for both the Library's Special Collections staff and the University was the 
formal opening of the Edgar A. Brown Room. The attractive room contains personal mementos , 
furniture , and other memorabilia in the life of the veteran State Senator from Barnwell who is also 
President of the University 's Board of Trustees. 
Items displayed in the Brown Room include furniture associated with his governmental service, 
including the roll-top desk he used in the Senate Chamber from 1929 until 1965. Along one wall 
are four rear-lit, translucent marble panels showing excerpts from the Senator's most important 
speeches and some personal observations of his long career. 
The room exhibits are part of a larger gift from the Senator to Clemson where he has served as a 
Trustee since I 934 and as president of the Board for the past five years. The major portion of the 
Edgar A. Brown Collection comprises his papers , documents , photographs , and scrapbooks which 
are preserved in the Library's manuscripts area. 
The Library has successfully presented Senator Brown's gift so that many can come to know about 
this remarkable South Carolina statesman. The collection is for all time to come a unique resource 
for scholars studying the middle years of the twentieth century as it was lived in South Carolina, in 
this region, and in this nation. 
COMPUTER CENTER 
Keeping pace with the infinite variety and complexity of information required to support quality 
educational and research programs is the monumental task of the personnel and equipment at the 
Computer Center. 
The recent installation of an IBM 360, Model 50 computer to replace the Model 40 unit and the 
acquisition of additional memory and peripheral equipment have increased the Center's job output 
from 8,000 to more than 16,000 jobs per month. Operating under this present work load requires 
a 168-hour work week. 
The Computer Center is used about 20 per cent of the time for undergraduate course work , about 
nine per cent for administrative jobs, and about 71 per cent for graduate student and faculty 
research. 
A new centralized administrative data processing system, linking the Center with the computing 
facility operated by the Office for Business and Finance in Tillman Hall, is proving to be an 
extremely valuable computing innovation at the University. 
In using this system, the Model 20 unit in Tillman Hall is connected to the Center's larger Model 
50 unit by telephone lines , allowing for greater tape and disk storage capabilities and freeing the 
Model 20 unit to serve as a special input/output station. 
Although most of the Center's work load consists of on-campus projects, it does provide limited 
computing services for several neighboring institutions. Central Wesleyan College, Anderson 
College, and Tri-County Technical Education Center each use the facility to support selected 
academic programs. 
The present computing system is being operated near its practical limit. The rate of growth in 
computer use is expected to decrease as turn-around times become more extended. 
To satisfy the continuing and diverse needs of the academic community, it will become necessary 
once again to completely update the Center's capabilities to meet these demands. 
COMMUNICATIONS CENTER 
As one of the University's primary links with both campus and off-campus audiences, the 
Communications Center provides a wide variety of audio-visual services, including still photog-
raphy, television, motion picture, radio, and graphic design. 
The recent acquisition of a motion picture color processor has effectively reduced the Center's 
operating costs. The added expediency of one-day color processing also has been extremely 
beneficial to the total acade111ic community. 
In addition to several weekly programs produced for commercial and educational television 
stations in cooperation with the Department of Agricultural Communications, the Center 
produced 24 television film features highlighting the many facets of University activity. 
Complementing the expanded scope of motion picture projects, the Photography Laboratory has 
increased its personnel and equipment capabilities to provide a complete range of still 
photographic services. 
Noteworthy innovations in classroom instruction, made possible through the Center's audio-visual 
services, are producing significant academic results . Chemistry lectures are recorded on audio tape 
masters and are then transferred to cassettes, allowing students the advantage of educational 
"instant replay." Additionally, a series of chemistry laboratory demonstrations was video taped 
and is being used to orient students to the precise techniques required to perform laboratory 
experiments. 
As more of the University's academic units plan for expanded use of closed circuit television and 
audio-visual aids in their teaching and research programs, the Communications Center will provide 
these needed services, both economically and effectively. 
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SERVING THE STATE 
One of the hallmarks of a true university is how effectively it responds to and meets the 
ever-changing needs of the state and its citizens. 
At Clemson a vast range of special public interest activities complements the traditional areas of 
classroom teaching and research. 
Innovation was a catchword of the 1970-71 fiscal year as Clemson looked for new ways to reach 
South Carolina citizens and to serve them better. 
This desire to make its vast educational resources more easily and immediately available to more 
Sou th Carolinians was expressed University-wide through a myriad of cooperative programs 
dealing with real-life needs and problems such as housing shortages, ecological relationships and 
environmental pollution control, increasing the supply of professional nurses and doctors, and 
computer technology education. 
Early in I 971, a generous grant of $238,150 from the Self Foundation of Greenwood enabled the 
College of Engineering to bring together two valuable members of society: the computer and 
today's serious-minded high school student. 
A special computer and the communications equipment necessary to implement an experimental 
program with 16 upstate high schools on a limited, short-term basis were purchased with the Self 
Foundation funds. At the 16 schools now linked through telephone lines to a computer on the 
Clemson campus, curricula in Mathematics , Physics, and Chemistry are being enriched as high 
school students learn computer programming and explore problems in areas that were previously 
inaccessible. 
In some of the high schools students are using this new resource as a means of simulating 
laboratory experiments where the actual lab equipment needed is unavailable . 
New approaches to the state's housing shortage problems captured the imaginative efforts of a 
team of Clemson professors and students who set about to use films , television, and printed matter 
to inform families about the variety of available housing aid programs. 
Funded by a federal grant under Title 1 of the 1965 Higher Education Act , the Clemson team 
became temporary movie makers , traveling around the state to record on film various housing 
conditions and problems, as well as the comments of numerous residents. 
Since the 20-month project , " Housing Strategies for South Carolina ," began in January 1971, one 
documentary film, "Housing: the People , the Problems ," has been completed and shown to many 
community service organizations and clubs. A second film is being produced for community 
groups. 
The Clemson housing education project is a cooperative effort involving the Departments of Civil 
Engineering and Economics , the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and other federal and state 
agencies. 
Better health care for all South Carolinians is a much talked about goal. Clemson's desire to 
assume an effective role in reaching that goal is expressed in several new cooperative programs. 
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Clemson and the Medical University of South Carolina began a five calendar year program as a 
means of increasing the supply of medical doctors in the state during this decade by shortening the 
periods of pre-medical and medical training. 
In May 197 l, Clemson announced that cooperative arra1igements with South Carolina State 
College and Central Wesleyan College would enable students at these institutions interested in 
preparing for a professional nursing career to earn a bachelor's degree in nursing from Clemson. 
These steps were taken to help ease a severe shortage of professional nurses which exists in the 
state. Nurses are needed immediately in all areas of the health care field , and there are less than 
250 professional nurses per 100,000 people in South Carolina. 
Clemson's School of Nursing, at the request of the S. C. Appalachian Region Health Policy and 
Planning Council , also conducted a workshop on "The Impact of Illness" to foster development 
and training of nursing staffs at hospitals and public health agencies in the six-county Appalachian 
region of South Carolina. 
The Cooperative Extension Service in the College of Agricultural Sciences is now conducting its 
expanded food and nutrition program in 26 counties. Home economists and program assistants are 
effectively working with 8,370 families on improving their diets , sanitation , home grounds, and 
counseling with other family problems . 
In a companion youth phase of this program, Extension leaders are conducting Nutrition Day 
Camps where they evaluate the problems of reaching the young and the needy . 
Clemson's longstanding commitment to be a leader in solving ecological problems and protecting 
the environment of the state and nation was reaffumed in several key developments . 
In the fall of 1970, the Federal Water Quali ly Administration (FWQA) selected Clemson to 
develop a national program for training wastewater treatment plant operators at two-year 
post-high school institutions. The Department of Environmental Systems Engineering was awarded 
a $50,016 grant by the FWQA for the project , requesting that Clemson develop both a standard 
curriculum for the training program and a method for selecting the institutions where it will be 
offered. 
Two Clemson economists added a new weapon to the growing technological arsenal being used to 
combat environmental pollution. Wedding economic analysis and engineering studies, they devised 
a method which they believe can be used to describe the economy of any city or region , especially 
in coastal areas, and to predict ecological results of changes in that economy. 
The study of "economic-ecologic linkages" should greatly benefit city, industrial , and coastal zone 
development boards in abating or avoiding pollution problems. By giving clear guidelines to 
indicate what kinds of new industry should be attracted to their area , the method shows planners 
the paths of economic development that cause the least amount of environmental damage. 
The continuing trend toward greater concentrations for South Carolina agricultural enterprises and 
agri-business has resulted in a variety of important waste disposal problems involving both plant 
and animal refuse. South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station scientists are devoting greater 
attention to solving many of these waste management problems so as to reduce their unfavorable 
impact on our surroundings and environment or to reclaim valuable components which they 
contain. 
Besides its contributions to the state as a whole , Clemson has also responded to the educational 
needs of individual South Carolina communities through other diversified programs of special 
activities. 
The Office of Educational Services, a part of the College of Education, cooperates with several 
colleges in South Carolina to offer courses on their campuses for Clemson University graduate 
credit. In the 1970-71 fiscal year , 20 courses were taught in this program on the campuses of 
Erskine, Newberry, Presbyterian, Columbia, and Wofford colleges. 
Faculty members at each cooperating college are instructors for these courses , and students are 
mainly school teachers who teach in the geographical area of the college. Many of the students are 
taking the courses as part of a graduate degree program at Clemson. 
A large number of other ongoing services provided by all divisions of the University also 
complement the new developments of the I 970-71 fiscal year. 
In the College of Agricultural Sciences, the Cooperative Extension Service continues to discharge 
its mission of expanding the state's economy, particularly the agricultural economy , through an 
off-campus educational program designed for most of South Carolina's two million plus residents. 
Its programs are based on the philosophy that people must be reached where they are - that is , at 
their present educational background and level of interest and understanding. 
Extension workers teach people to help themselves; they do not "do" things for people. This can 
best be accomplished through a program of purposeful continuing education in which people , 
through their own initiative , identify and solve problems directly affecting their welfare. 
In addition to the Cooperative Extension Service and the South Carolina Agricultural Experiment 
Station, other agencies within the College of Agricultural Sciences which provide vital services 
year-round for all South Carolinians are the Livestock-Poultry Health Department , the Plant Pest 
Regulatory Service, the Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department , Seed CertificatioT] 
Department, the Soil Testing Service Laboratory, and the Nematode and Diagnostic Laboratory. 
The good attendance at countless seminars , workshops, and short courses offered campus-wide 
throughout the year speaks well for the ability of the University's various departments to 
accurately spot the people's needs of the moment and meet them with programs of relevant 
material. 
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STUDENTS 
Changes and growth at Clemson University , resulting from preparations to meet the educational 
challenges of the 1970s, are nowhere more clearly mirrored than in its student body. Clemson's 
student community , like the total University , continues to be characterized by steady expansion , 
higher scholarly achievement. and greater diversity in personal background , academic interests and 
extracurricular activities. 
Total enrollment increased by IO per cent in the 1971 fall semester when a record 8 ,890 
students - 8,416 main campus enrollment - registered for classes. Two trends are notable: main 
campus coed enrollment climbed to an all-time high of 1,996 with coeds now constituting about 
one-fourth o f the student body ; and secondly, graduate enrollment continued its steady ascent 
with 1,559 students , up 14 per cent since las t year. 
In 1970-7 l students from throughout South Carolina made up 73 per cent of the student body ; 
out-of-state residents, including 120 foreign students, provided the remainder. 
About 43 per cent of the entering 1970-71 freshmen ranked academically in the top fifth of their 
high school classes. Less than four per cent of the student body was declared academically 
ineligible for re-enrollment in l 971-72 , the highest rate of academic success ever recorded at 
Clemson. About one-third of the student body received some form of financial aid (scholarships, 
loans , or part-time University jobs) in meeting educational expenses. 
Fall semester enrollment comparisons for recent years are shown below: 
Year Undergraduate Graduate and Others Total 
1966-67 5.289 523 5,812 
1967-68 5,838 636 6 ,474 
1968-69 6 ,165 674 6 ,839 
1969-70 6 ,203 818 7,021 
1970-71 6 ,679 1,359 8 ,038 
1971-72 7 ,300 1,590 8 ,890 
The 1971-72 figures include 474 students at off-campus centers-Clemson University at Greenville 
and Clemson University at Sumter- and 128 students in the Clemson-Furman University Master of 
Business Administration degree program . 
Better communication-broader, more intensive , better channeled , more problem-oriented- was 
the cornerstone for Clemson student body activities in 1970-71. 
To improve student government communication and representation and reduce on-campus 
political apathy, the student body established new election procedures for its student senators, 
now elected from specific dormitory constituencies rather than at large . 
The University continued to solicit informed student body opinion and active involvement in 
Clemson 's decision-making processes by encouraging student representation on virtually all 
University committees. 
More than 600 students , faculty and staff members participated in the spring 1971 two-day 
" Faculty-Student Communicating," a colloquium which probed every conceivable major campus 
problem. A similar strenuous give-and-take of ideas characterized a great variety of other programs, 
including a campus-wide talk-in on pesticides and ecology , and several planned dormitory 
discussions and sponsored lectures during the year. 
A more personal kind of communication channel was developed by a staff of 25-30 students with 
nearly 50 hours of professional training who manned the Clemson "Hotline," a much used 
all-night telephone service that offers people with problems a sympathetic and confidential listener 
and, if needed , referrals to professional help. More than 200 students worked in local public 
service projects as day camp supervisors , day care center volunteers , tutors, coaches , counsel-
ors- perhaps the most effective means a university has of maintaining good relations with nearby 
communities. 
The year 1970-71 also was marked by efforts to develop more effective communication at some 
unique levels. It was a year in which: 
- Clemson students helped launch Clemson's first full-scale intramural athletic program under a 
full-time director. 
- A group of 13 Clemson students, who studied economic and mobility problems of the aged in a 
nearby metropolitan area, received one of the very few National Science Foundation grants 
awarded for student-originated research projects. 
-Clemson 's student newspaper . yearbook, and literary magazine-the campus' informational and 
creative printed communications media - swept top awa rds in national and regional competition 
with other universities . 
The student body by words and deeds has demonstrated its agreement with a basic Clemson 
University belief: that knowledge without effective communication is knowledge that does little 
good for mankind. 
FALLSEMESTER1971ENROLLMENT 
BY COLLEGES/SCHOOL AND 
DEGREES AWARDED DEC . 1970- AUG . 1971 
Main Campus 
Degrees A warded Enrollment 
Fall Semester Associate Bachelor's Master's Doctorates Total 
Agricultural Sciences 406 121 22 IO 153 
Architecture 331 78 78 
Education 1,086 164 150 314 
Engineering 1,161 212 42 12 266 
Forest and Recreation Resources 524 88 89 
Ind. Mgt. and Textile Science 1,037 184 31 2 217 
Liberal Arts 938 136 12 148 
Nursing 205 12 12 
Phys. , Math. and Bio. Sciences 1,138 127 24 25 176 
Graduate Studies and Others 1,590 
Totals 8,416 12 1,110 282 49 1,453 
Degrees awarded since 1896 total 24 ,454 of which 98 have been associate degrees ; 22,358 bachelor's degrees; 
1,776 master's degrees ; and 222 doctorates. 
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FINANCES 
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
WHERE THE MONEY CAME FROM 
Encumbrances, Deferred Income & Restricted Funds Balance 
State Appropriations 
Federal Appropriation (Morrill-Nelson) 
Student Fees 
Gifts/Gran ts 
Research Grants and Contracts, Institutes and Training Grants 
Auxiliary Enterprises and Related Activities 
Sales, Services, and Miscellaneous Income 
Transferred from Other Funds 
TOTAL 
HOW THE MONEY WAS USED 
Instruction and Departmental Research 
Organized Activities Relaied to Educational Departments 
Sponsored Research 
Other Separately Budgeted Research (Excluding Agricultural 
Experiment Station) 
Other Sponsored Programs 
Libraries 
Student Services 
Physical Plant Operation and Maintenance 
Administration and General Expense 
Auxiliary Enterprises and Related Activities 
TOTAL 
Funds for Encumbrances, Deferred Income & Restricted 
Funds Balance 
GRAND TOTAL 
$ 1,287,559 
11 ,884,837 
114,951 
3,396,052 
460,630 
1,919,887 
6,311,568 
822,751 
117,497 
$26,315,732 
$ 9,931 ,346 
33 ,865 
867,609 
382,800 
546,526 
723,878 
1,222,118 
2,770,093 
1,919, I 07 
6,322,118 
$24,719,460 
1,596,272 
$26,315,732 
4.9% 
45.2% 
.4% 
12.9% 
1.8% 
7.3% 
24.0% 
3.1% 
.4% 
100 % 
40.3% 
.1 % 
3.5% 
1.5% 
2.2% 
2.9% 
4.9% 
11.2% 
7.8% 
25.6% 
JOO % 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH, 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION 
AND OTHER PUBLIC SERVICE ACTIVITIES 
WHERE THE MONEY CAME FROM 
Federal Appropriations Balance 
State Appropriations Balance (Special Appropriations) 
Operating Revenues and Restricted Funds Balance 
State Appropriations 
Federal Appropriations 
Sale of Farm and Forest Products 
Grants and Contracts 
Other Sales and Services 
TOTAL 
HOW THE MONEY WAS USED 
Agricultural Research 
Agricultural Extension Service 
Livestock-Poultry Health Service 
Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis 
Plant Pests Regulatory and Disease Eradication 
Services 
Other Public Services 
TOTAL 
Funds for Encumbrances , Deferred Income and Restricted 
Funds Balance 
GRAND TOTAL 
STUDENT AID * 
WHERE THE MONEY CAME FROM 
Loan and Interest Payments 
Gifts/Grants for Scholarships , Fellowships , Other 
Stipends and Loans 
investment Income 
TOTAL 
HOW THE STUDENT AID MONEY WAS USED 
Educational Loans 
Grants for Scholarships, Fellowships , and Special 
Purpose Stipends 
TOTAL 
$ 259,298 2.1% 
70 ,720 .6% 
190,572 1.5% 
5,586,756 45 .2% 
4,608,817 37.3% 
521 ,091 4.2% 
810,325 6.6% 
308,357 2.5% 
$12,355,936 100 % 
---
$ 4,511 ,687 37.7% 
5,526 ,836 46.2% 
1,395,878 11.7% 
145 ,305 1.2% 
277,296 2.3% 
104,311 .9% 
$11 ,961 ,313 l00 % 
394,623 
$12,355 ,936 
$ 43 ,944 4.3% 
934,198 92.3% 
33 ,908 3.4% 
$ 1,012,050 l00 % 
$ 54 ,655 5.7% 
$ 908 ,398 94.3% 
$ 963 ,053 100 % 
* Does not include student financing through United Student Aid Funds, Inc., commercial educational lending 
agencies, or scholarships not administered by the University . Funds received and expended for graduate as-
sistantships are reflected in " Educational and General." 
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FINANCIAL FUTURE 
Educational institutions - and Clemson is no exception - face an uncertain fiscal situation in this 
decade. 
State universities award a disproportionately large share of all college degrees, and the number is 
increasing yearly . A recent study shows that 117 institutions of the National Association of State 
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges awarded more than one-third (37.I per cent) of the degrees 
presented, but made up only 7.3 per cent of the 1,595 institutions participating in the study . 
Yet in the face of still-rising enrollment pressure , public universities in another study revealed that 
69 of 78 surveyed failed to meet present needs and have been forced to curtail or eliminate new 
programs. According to the report: "Today 's financial crisis in education threatens an erosion of 
the principles of low tuition - long basic to the whole concept of public higher education in this 
country ." 
Clemson , like other public institutions, must exist with a situation in which the skyrocketing 
expenditure rate in the '60's cannot be maintained in the '70's. ln a time of changes in the 
population , in the career prospects for graduates , and in the funding of higher education, public 
universities may have to consider , along with other measures, the stabilizing of enrollment while 
integrating the new elements of the '70's into a realistic plan for this decade. 
In 1970-71 Clemson , in the 16th consecutive year of its steady enrollment growth , was faced with 
a 5 1/2 per cent cut in the education and general appropriations , and a 6 per cent decrease in 
public service appropriations. The budget cut was imposed impartially by the General Assembly on 
all state agencies during the last half of the fiscal year. By tightening its belt , the University 
maintained its high standards for current programs, but had to delay planned new programs. 
In its continuing effort to strengthen and advance University and college programs, Clemson is 
seeking a $5.7 million increase in its 1972-73 request to the Legislature - a total budget of $26 
million in state funds , including $18.4 million for education and general services and $7.6 million 
for public service activities. 
For tunately for Clemson and for the state it serves, the General Assembly and other public 
officials of South Carolina are fully aware of the importance of higher education. The General 
Assembly has in the past made provisions which were generous , considering the resources of the 
state, for the growth and improvement of Clemson's academic , research, and public service 
fun ctions. Clemson is confident that such support will continue and be enhanced in the future. 
Clemson has completed an Institutional Self-Study as part of the validation of reaffirmation of its 
accreditation , required each 10 years by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. 
Parti cul arly timely because of the financial crisis in education, the Study took a realistic view of 
Clemson's future requirements. With the need for new programs clearly in mind , the Study 
noted : " Whatever the future of the national and state economy, it is clear that Clemson needs to 
seek additional sources of revenue to maintain even its present programs." 
An ticipating these needs in the early and late '70's , the University is currently working on a bold 
new Progressive Development Program that will highlight the areas of greatest need for the future 
and - even more important - will focus on goals and project sources of funds for financing of 
these " must" items. 
The new plan for the Seventies will not rely on ever-rising commitments by an overburdened 
legislature , but instead institute an aggressive, long-range fund-raising program with specific goals 
for each year of the corning decade . It is a total program of financial support with well-defined, 
rea listic assistance from foundations, alumni , faculty, students , staff, friends , parents, business and 
corporations. 
One ongoing program already well established is alumni support. In l 970 Clemson alumni made 
gifts of $204,146 through the Alumni Association's Loyalty Fund program, bringing to 
$1,962,344 the total gifts to the University from this source since the program began in 1956 . 
Late in l 971 construction began on a one-story , 13 ,000-square-foot Alumni Center on 
campus - made possible through alumni gifts. 
Two other projects already under construction are a tennis center and the first phase of Fike 
Recreation Center , the latter of which signals the start of the University's Student Union Program. 
Phase one involves extensive renovation of and additions to Fike Recreation Center, and is the 
student recreation - physical development - intramural portion of the total Student Union 
Program. 
With needs clearly delineated and financial goals set , a program is being launched - one that will 
insure financial backing necessary for the University's continuance in the forefront of educational 
institutions for the next full decade . 

